
WEBCON BPS 2020.1 
history of changes for version 2020.1.3.371 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed a migration error which occurred when migrating actions which had a 
special character in their configuration. 

 

l Fixed an error which in some cases caused an interruption of the indexation. 

 

l Fixed an error of user synchronization in two domains with a one-way trust. 

 

l The fields storing information about the user who modified the row were 
extended.  

 

l Fixed the MailApproval configuration for Cloud installation. 

 



l AAD users synchronization was improved.  

 

l Improved logging in via UPN. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused displaying a "Array dimensions are outside of the 
supported range." message. 

 

[Portal] 

l Improved entering search phrases on the report.  

 

l Improved security used after blocking a domain account.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused the option to download Designer Studio not to 
appear in Portal. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed the display of the form field preview in processes configured as "Classic 
on BPS Portal" and "Classic on SharePoint". 

 

l Fixed the font display in the data table. 

 

l Fixed using a quick path when a comment is required. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed an "Update a Word file" action error which caused the "Handwritten 
signature" form field not to be updated.  

 

l Mapping of the responses returned by REST API to the form fields had been 
improved. 

 

l Fixed the display of the BPS Groups tab for different installation types.  

 

l Fixed a Generate/Update Word file action error which occurred when the 
content used data from the SQL Select form field which was feeded by BPS 
Internal view. 



 

l Fixed an issue with relative redirection for quick paths in the view mode.  

 

l Improved the support for adding an attachment to a nested location for the 
"Add an attachment to the list" action. 

 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed a bug of the recursion limit for the BPS Users data source. 

 


